Box 1:

(arranged by state/province/country and city/region/college thereunder. [There were three types of alumni associations: city, area, and college chapter.] In some files, material found inside four by four inch yellow pockets was filed originally under inactive chapters files but was moved to the main alumni chapter file during processing.)

Alabama:
- Birmingham, 1915-1968
- Huntsville, 1965, 1976
- Mobile, 1908, 1938-39, 1951-58
- Montgomery, 1947-69
- Muscle Shoals, 1953-58
- Opelika, 1950-58

Arizona:
- Phoenix, 1938-69
- Tucson, 1940-70
- Tucson, Epsilon Beta (University of Arizona), 1977-79

Arkansas:
- Jonesboro, Eta Gamma (Arkansas State), 1950-51, 1974

British Columbia, 1948-58, 1965-70

California:
- Berkeley and Bay Area, 1939-70
- Long Beach/Southern, 1940-43
- Los Angeles, 1922-70 (5 folders)
- Los Angeles, Metro L.A./Central section, 1954
- Los Angeles, Delta Chi (UCLA), 1954-57
- Los Angeles, Delta Phi (Occidental College), 1952-54
- Los Angeles, Northeastern section, 1953
- Los Angeles, Northwestern section, 1954-56
- Los Angeles, Western section, 1953-55
- Los Angeles, Zeta Beta (Southern California), 1960-70
- Northern California, 1947-58 (2 folders)
- Orange County, 1966-71
- Sacramento, 1961-
- San Diego, 1938-69
- San Jose, Epsilon Chi (San Jose State), 1958-68, 2006

Colorado:
- Denver, 1922-70
- Fort Collins, 1928, 1948-52

Delaware, 1950-58, 1971, 2005 (state alumni association)

District of Columbia, 1922-71 (2 folders)
- History, ca. 1922
- Epsilon Iota (American University), 1952-58, 1968-70

Florida:
- Broward County (Fort Lauderdale), 1958, 1968-70
- Central Florida, 1968-70
- Gainsville, 1936
Jacksonville, 1914-70

Box 2:
Leesburg, 1960-64
Mansota, 1926-27
Miami, 1940-70
Ocala
Orlando, 1940-58
Palm Beach County, 1956
Pensacola, 1965-70
St. Petersburg, 1948-69
Sarasota-Manatee, 1964-70
Tallahassee, 1949-73
Tampa, 1938-58
West Palm Beach, 1938-58, 1964-69
Winter Haven, 1964-70

Georgia:
Albany, 1921
Atlanta, 1896, 1927-70 (4 folders)
Atlanta, Alpha Beta (University of Georgia), 1966-70
Carrollton, Epsilon Phi (University of West Georgia), 2006
Macon, 1939, 1950-53
Newnan, 1907
Savannah, 1908-22

Guam, 1945-46

Hawaii:
Honolulu, 1928, 1938, 1957

Idaho:
Boise/Southeastern Idaho, 1939-70

Illinois:
Chicago, 1914-70, 1974, 1976-1978 (6 folders) [includes photos]
Champaign-Urbana, 1962-69
Decatur, 1952, 1974-79
Evanston, Epsilon Xi (Northwestern), 1961-70
Monmouth, 1978-80
Peoria, 1937-39, 1951-58
Robinson (and Wabash Valley, Indiana), 1947-70
Rockford, 1958-68
Springfield, 1947
Western Illinois, 1981

Box 3:
Indiana:
Anderson Area Alumni Association (A.A.A.A.), 1978 [includes photos]
Fort Wayne, 1948-58
Indianapolis, 1907-70
Terre Haute, 1950
Wabash Valley--see Robinson, Illinois

Iowa:
Ames, 1957-60
Cedar Rapids, 1940, 1950
Davenport, 1950-54
Des Moines, 1911-58
Indianola, 1940
Sioux City, 1924  
Tri-City, 1927

Kansas:
  Coffeyville, Southeastern Kansas and Northeastern Oklahoma, 1946  
  Manhattan, Delta Theta (Kansas State), unchartered, 1955-57  
  Wichita, 1945-50

Kentucky:
  Lexington, 1950  
  Lexington, Mu Iota (University of Kentucky), 1939, 1964-65  
  Louisville, 1915-57  
  Murray, Zeta Lambda (Murray State), 1964-69  
  Ohio Valley, 1975

Louisiana:
  Baton Rouge, 1966  
  New Orleans, Epsilon Zeta (Louisiana State University), 1920-70  
  Shreveport, 1961-69  
  Southeastern, 1976-79

Maine:
  Orono, Beta Upsilon (University of Maine), 1970-71

Maryland:
  Annapolis, 1957-58  
  Baltimore, 1937-68  
  College Park, Epsilon Gamma (University of Maryland), 1965-70

Massachusetts:
  Boston, 1938-56  
  Cambridge (Harvard University), 1921-22  
  Cambridge, Beta Gamma (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), 1970  
  Medford, Gamma Beta (Tufts)  
  Worcester, Gamma Sigma (Worcester Polytechnic Institute), 1970

Mexico:
  Mexico City, 1956-59

Michigan:
  Adrian, Alpha Mu (Adrian College), 1939-70  
  Albion, Beta Omicron (Albion College), 1977  
  Ann Arbor, Beta Lambda (University of Michigan), 1966-68  
  Detroit, 1922-86 (7 folders; for oversize material see ARC oversize box OS-101)  
  East Lansing, Epsilon Eta (Michigan State), 1969-71  
  Grand Rapids, 1941-55

Box 4:
  Hillsdale, Beta Kappa (Hillsdale College), 1939, 1964-70  
  Jackson, 1971-1973 [includes photos]  
  Jackson, 1938-53, 1964-70  
  Lansing, 1941-56

Minnesota:
  Minneapolis, Gamma Nu (University of Minnesota), 1902-74  
  Minneapolis/St. Paul (Minnesota/Twin Cities), 1906-70 (2 folders)  
  St. Paul, Zeta Sigma (Hamline University), 1970

Mississippi:
  Hinds County, 1949  
  Jackson, 1939-69  
  State College, Epsilon Epsilon (Mississippi State), 1939
Missouri:
  Columbia, Gamma Rho (University of Missouri), 1942-86
  Kansas City, 1908-70 (5 folders)
  Saint Louis, 1906-70, (4 folders)
  Springfield, 1976
Montana:
  Billings, 1940-41
  Butte, 1957
  Missoula, 1938
Nebraska:
  Lincoln, 1904-69
  Omaha, 1904-70
Nevada:
  Reno, 1939-65
  Las Vegas, Eta Epsilon (Southern Nevada/Nevada-Las Vegas), 1968
New Hampshire, 1940-41 (state alumni association)
New Mexico:
  Albuquerque, 1966-68
  Pecos Valley, state alumni association, 1915
New York:
  Albany/Capital District, 1947-48, 1964-68
  Buffalo/Western District, 1908, 1948-57
  Jamestown, 1934
  Mid-Hudson, 1941
  New York City, 1926-50 (3 of 4 folders)
Box 5:
  New York City, 1926-50 (1 of 4 folders)
  New York City, 1954-70
  Niagara Falls, 1926-27
  Rochester, New York, 1937-47
  Schenectady, 1922
  Syracuse, 1924-82
  Utica, 1946-66
North Carolina:
  Charlotte, 1938-57
  Durham, 1938-42
  Fayetteville, 1934
  Greensboro, 1948-58
  Guilford County, 1932
  High Point, 1949-54
  Raleigh, 1939-54
  Winston Salem, 1941
North Dakota:
  Fargo, 1940-54
  Grand Forks, 1938
Ohio:
  Akron, 1939-69
  Alliance, 1906-46
  Berea, Epsilon Theta (Baldwin-Wallace), 1951-55
  Canton, 1952-56
  Cincinnati, 1922-70 (2 folders)
  Cleveland, 1906-70 (2 folders)
  Columbus, 1906-70
Dayton, 1910, 1938-58
Kent, Zeta Zeta (Kent State), 1957-64
Mahoning Valley, 1955
Marietta, 1950-52
Springfield, 1922-69
Springfield, Alpha Psi (Wittenburg), 1976
Toledo, 1938-70
West Lafayette, Gamma Omicron (Purdue), 1976
Youngstown, 1941-50

Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City, 1938-70
Stillwater, Epsilon Omicron (Oklahoma State), 2006
Tulsa, 1942-70

Oregon:
Eugene, 1938-69 (including Gamma Phi, University of Oregon)
Pendleton, 1948-58
Portland, 1908-70 (large gaps)
Salem, 1942-56

Pennsylvania:
Allentown, 1939-66
Erie, Northwestern Pennsylvania, 1938
Gettysburg, Alpha Upsilon (Gettysburg College), 1939, 1964-70
Harrisburg, Central Pennsylvania, 1939-40
Philadelphia, Tau (University of Pennsylvania), 1957-69
Philadelphia, 1926-70 (3 folders)

Box 6:
Pittsburgh, 1908-70
Alumni Association Charter, 1924 (in Room 106F Map Case 3, Drawer 6)
Reading, 1922
State College, Gamma Omega (Penn State), 1966-70
Washington, Alpha Pi (Washington and Jefferson), 1976-79

Rhode Island:
Providence, 1908, 1939-52

South Carolina:
Charleston, 1906-57
Columbia, 1927, 1939

South Dakota:
Vermillion (including Delta Upsilon, University of South Dakota), 1947, 1953, 1980
Alumni Association Charter, 1953 (in Room 106F Map Case 3, Drawer 6)

Tennessee:
Chattanooga, 1948-58
Clarksville, Eta Tau (Austin Peay), 1976
Jackson, 1940-57, 1964-70
Knoxville, 1914, 1948-50, 1955
Memphis, 1914-16, 1938-56, 1964-70
Nashville, 1915, 1941-57, 1968-69
Ripley, 1920

Texas:
Proposed associations in Abilene, Longview, and Port Arthur, 1957-58
Abilene, 1958
Amarillo, 1958, 1964-69
Austin, 1944-63
Beaumont, 1941-43, 1958
Corpus Christi, 1941-50, 1958, 1968
Dallas, Delta Epsilon (Southern Methodist University), 1958, 1976
Fort Worth, 1939-58
Houston, Gamma Eta (University of Texas), 1958
Houston, Zeta Mu (Sam Houston State), 1961-70
Kingsville, Zeta Phi (Texas A & I), 1978
Longview, 1958
Lubbock, 1954-58, 1965
Lufkin, 1975
Marshall, 1958
Pampa, 1958
Permian, 1956-58
Port Arthur, 1958
San Antonio, 1951-58
Tyler, 1958
Waco, 1958
Wharton, 1958
Wichita Falls, 1958

Utah:
Salt Lake City, 1908, 1951-57

Vermont:
Middlebury, Epsilon Mu (Middlebury College), 1957, 1964-72

Virginia:
Charlottesville, Delta (University of Virginia), 1980
Lynchburg, 1936
Norfolk, 1951
Richmond, 1939-41, 1950-58, 1968-70
Roanoke, 1939, 1942

Washington:
Pullman, 1952-56, 1964-65
Seattle, 1937-58, 1964-70
Spokane, 1931-70
Tacoma, 1938-58
Washington, state alumni association, 1908-24

Wisconsin:
Madison, 1948-51, 1960
Milwaukee, 1938-58, 1964-70

Wyoming:
Laramie, 1943

Box 7:

Alabama

Birmingham, 2000, 2011
Birmingham, Beta Beta (Birmingham Southern), 1988
Florence, Theta Eta (North Alabama), 2005
Huntsville, 1983, 1993
Jacksonville, 1976-81
Troy, Kappa Beta, (Troy University), 2008
Tuscaloosa, Beta Delta, 2006, 2009

Arizona
Phoenix, 1984-86, 1990, 1993  
Scottsdale, 1990  
Sun City, 1981-84  
Tempe, 2001  
Tucson, 1977-82
Arkansas  
Jonesboro, 1983-85, 2000-05
California  
Isla Vista, Iota Nu, (UC Santa Barbara), 1990  
Island Empire, 1992  
Los Angeles  
General Correspondence, 1954, 1982-89  
Delta Chi, (UCLA), 1983-88  
San Diego, 1985-95  
San Jose, Epsilon Chi, (San Jose State), 1958, 1979, 2006
District of Columbia  
General Correspondence, 2005  
Epsilon Iota, (American University), 1938, 1952-87
Florida  
Gainesville, Alpha Omega, (University of Florida), 2005  
Melbourne, Kappa Eta, (Florida Institute of Technology), 2015  
Miami, 1992  
Orlando  
General Correspondence, 1992  
Eta Rho, (University of Central Florida), 1974-90  
Pensacola, Eta Psi, (University of West Florida), 2011  
Tallahassee, Epsilon Sigma, (Florida State University), 1982-85  
Tampa, 1968-72, 1984
Georgia  
Atlanta  
General Correspondence, 1970-90  
Alpha Beta, (University of Georgia), 1941, 1979, 2002-03  
Alpha Theta, (Emory College), 2007  
Carrollton, Eta Phi, (University of West Georgia), 2006  
Statesboro, Eta Zeta, (Georgia Southern), 1983-85
Idaho  
Moscow, Delta Tau, (University of Idaho), 1984-85
Illinois  
Carbondale, Theta Zeta, (Southern Illinois), 2004  
Chicago, 1971-90  
Elmhurst, Theta Mu, (Elmhurst College), 2001  
Indiana  
Anderson, 1977-85  
Indianapolis, 1990-93  
Muncie, Theta Alpha, (Ball State), 1973-83, 2004  
West Lafayette, Gamma Omicron, (Purdue University), 1991, 2002
Iowa  
Ames, Gamma Upsilon, (Iowa State University), 1980-82  
Des Moines, 1987  
Kansas City, 1971-93
Kansas  
Manhattan, Delta Theta, (Kansas State University), 1973-88
Wichita, 1985

Kentucky
- Bowling Green, Zeta Omega, (Western Kentucky University), 2010
- Lexington, Mu Iota, (University of Kentucky), 1939, 1980-81
- Louisville, 1982-84, 1992

Louisiana
- Baton Rouge, 1985, 2007

Maine
- Orono, Beta Upsilon, (University of Maine), 2008

Michigan
- Ann Arbor, Beta Lambda, (University of Michigan), 1966-86, 2009

Mississippi
- Oxford, Delta Psi, (Ole Miss), 2003-04

Missouri
- Canton, Eta Omicron, (Culver Stockton), 1980-85, 2007

Box 8:

New Mexico
- Albuquerque, 1980-82
- Las Cruces, Theta Kappa, (New Mexico State University), 2005

North Carolina
- Raleigh, 1966, 2005

North Dakota
- Grand Forks, Delta Nu, (University of North Dakota), Undated

Ohio
- Berea, Epsilon Theta, (Baldwin-Wallace), 1977-85
- Central Ohio, 2005
- Columbus, 1991-92
- Marietta, 2004
- Miami, 1980-85

Oklahoma
- Edmond, Zeta Nu, (University of Central Oklahoma), 1974-85, 2002
- Tulsa, 1992

Oregon
- Portland, 1991

Pennsylvania
- Allentown, Alpha Iota, (Muhlenberg), 2007
- Chester, Iota Delta, (Widner University), 2011
- Indiana, Theta Chi, 1983-85
- Philadelphia, 1994
- Pittsburgh, 1990

South Carolina
- Charleston, 1979-90
- Columbia, 1991-92
- Spartanburg, Beta Phi, (Wofford College), 2014

Tennessee
- Chattanooga, 1979-84
- Clarksville, Eta Tau, (Austin Peay), 1980-85
- Cookeville, Eta Lambda, (Tennessee Technological University), 1972, 1982-83, 2014
- Jackson, 1983-84
- Knoxville, 1948, 1991
Louisville, 1990-91
Martin, Zeta Pi, (University of Tennessee at Martin), 1974-82, 2003
Memphis, 1985-86, 1992-93
Murfreesboro, Eta Nu, (Middle Tennessee State), 1975-85, 2007
Nashville, Iota Phi, (Belmont University), 2015

Texas
College Station, Theta Sigma, (Texas A&M University), 2007
Dallas, 1984, 1990, 2006
Houston
    General, 1971-2002-, 2011
    Zeta Mu, (Sam Houston State), 1971-81
Lamar, 2011
Lubbock
    General Correspondence, 1954, 1979
    Zeta Eta, (Texas Tech University), 2003
Nacodoches, Eta Iota, (Stephen F. Austin State University), 1977-84
San Marcos, Iota Alpha, (Texas State University), 2004

Utah
Salt Lake City, Epsilon Tau, (University of Utah), 2011

Vermont
Burlington, Beta Zeta, (University of Vermont), 1963, 1982-85
Norfolk, Zeta Tau, (Old Dominion University), 2011

Washington
Pullman, Gamma Chi, (Washington State University), 2002

West Virginia
Huntington, Theta Omicron, (Marshall University), 1977-85

Wisconsin
Milwaukee, 1992

Wyoming
Laramie, Gamma Psi, (University of Wyoming), 2003

Box 8 is 0.20 Empty